
I CARRY YOUR HEART

i carry your heart with me(i carry it in. my heart)i am never without it(anywhere. i go you go,my dear;and whatever is
done. by only me is your doing,my darling).

Dumas wrote in her E. We engage in rituals baptisms, weddings, plenary lectures like this one to signal a
transformation. Much of his literary effort was directed against what he considered the principal enemies of
this individualityâ€”mass thought, group conformity, and commercialism. Ask any neurologist: there is really
no better way to diagnose a neuropathy than to find profoundly absent ankle reflexes in the presence of, say,
brisk knee reflexes. They are the most sensitive and touching in American playwriting. What Cummings did
with such subjects, according to Stephen E. In July , Cummings was drafted into the U. During your
gatherings at professional meetings, you discuss the metaphorical heart. His exalted vision of life and love is
served well by his linguistic agility. They are the parents of beautiful twin daughters, now grown up and out in
the world in their separate places. As Heidegger, the philosopher, says, 6 sometimes words and speech are just
a way of forgetting our beingâ€” a way to induce forgetfulness of beingâ€”particularly technical words. Their
intimacy and passion, conveyed in an odd exquisiteness of writing, are implied rather than declared. They also
befriended soldiers in nearby units. Four thousand clicks a day was the average. Your physician is not there to
talk to you about love. It is evident from this poem that Cummings had a soft spot for topics having to do with
love. Still others questioned the ideas in his poetry, or seeming lack of them. Cummings had to resort to
self-publishing several volumes of his work during the later s. A typical Cummings poem is spare and precise,
employing a few key words eccentrically placed on the page. Mind you, if asked, they would know that the
ankle reflex is S1, they would know where the center is, and they could tell you all about the gamma efferent
and the alpha motor neuron and the muscle spindle. It implies that if there is an electronic medical record, then
there might be a hydraulic one, a dorian one, a mixolydian one and so on. Email this page Edward Estlin E.
You hear this in their complaints I hear it anyway. Some of these words were invented by Cummings, often by
combining two common words into a new synthesis. Cummings and Brown were housed in a large, one-room
holding area along with other suspicious foreigners. He depicted his internment camp stay as a period of inner
growth. He or she is there to talk to you about your doppelganger, about that other heart, that is burdened by
ejection fractions and pressure gradients and many other such numbersâ€”but not about your heart. It is fitting
at this point to quote the poem in its entirety. And then the patient disrobes and allows touch, something that in
any other context is assault. This candor He adopted Nancy at this time; she was not to know that Cummings
was her real father until  In an article published by my colleague, Jeff Chi, 4 part of our group in the Program
in Bedside Medicine at Stanford, he pointed out that when our students at Stanford rotate through internal
medicine they are spending 6. But what patients crave most from us is a recognition of their being. In his best
work he has the swift sureness of ear and idiom of a Catullus, and the same way of bringing together a racy
colloquialism and the richer tones of high poetic style. I like this idea of the caudal to rostral progression, and
in carrying the baton onward in its cephalad migration, I would like to take you from the thighâ€”not quite to
the brainâ€” but to the heart. Thayer knew and approved of the relationship. I want to quote another favorite
writer of mine, long passed away now: Anatole Broyard. You discuss hearts collectively that have been
randomized or not and that have been meta-analyzed. By [his] last poems, however, it has come to be a
purified and radiant idea, unentangled with flesh and worlds, the agent of the highest transcendence. Another
collection quickly followed: XLI Poems, also in  My problem is what it does to the actual words we get to
exchange with the patient.


